Information retrieval is great technology behind web search services. This paper presents the statistical method for content based information. Mainly three paradigms of models are used in retrieving information. These are Boolean, probabilistic and vector space model. This paper also presents empirical studies of document similarity and discusses the issue of information retrieval system using statistical model. Vector space model is classical and most used retrieval model. The operation of retrieving information is calculated by using the cosine similarity function of query vector and set of documents vector. Finally, we concludethe results with human score various type documents like sports, politics and short stories.
I. INTRODUCTION
In Information retrieval system information is organized as a collection of documents and documents are not structured, no schema. Semantic information retrieval is not applicable to navigational searches. In the document, all the words are not equal to represent semantics of the document. The words with high frequency are generally stopwords which do not provide any meaning to the content of documents. The words with less frequency are rarely meaning bearing words. Normally middle frequency words are meaning bearing words. These words provide meaning to content of the documents.Therefore, to determine the index term, some preprocessing of document is required. The field of information retrieval or document similarity attained peak popularity during last fifty years, number of researchers contributed through their efforts and achieved several remarkable milestones in order to facilitate the internet users with easiest and accurate searching in very small slots of time. In past years' performance of the search engine and their differentiation is the main issue. After lots of propose solutions satisfactory results are not achieved [1] .
We have studied mainly three types of information retrieval model. Set theoretic or Boolean model represent documents as set of words or phrase. Boolean model can only give result for the exact match which was the greatest drawback of this model. It means that Boolean model has not given partial. Suppose one document has three term present of given four query terms [11] . This document is also most accurate. Boolean model cannot retrieve this document. Algebraic or vector space model uses vector, matrices or tuples to represent document and queries. The third model probabilistic model use probabilistic theorem like two or three level Baye's theorem in query processing [2] . Google has given result on the basis of Boolean retrieval. 
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Vector Space Model
We use vector space model because query language is expressive as well as less complicated and we can get result with partial matching [6] . All inputs like document or queries are in form of vectors. Non-binary weights for index terms in queries and documents are used in the calculation of degree of similarity. This similarity of a document vector to a query vector is the cosine of angle between these vectors [8] .
Document vector is defined as d j = (W 1,,j ,W 2,,j ,…W n,,j ) Query vector is defined as q= (W 1,q ,W 2,q ,…W n,q )
Vector space model procedure is simply divided into three stages:
Document Indexing
For removal of non-significant words(nonfunction words like the, is) we use automatic indexing. This indexing can be based on term frequency, where terms that have both high and low frequency within a document are considered to be function words. In practice, term frequency has been difficult to implement in automatic indexing [3] . Instead the use of a stop list which holds common words to remove high frequency words (stop words), which makes the indexing method language dependent. In general, 40-50% of the total number of words in a document is removed with the help of a stop wordlist [4] . Recently, an automatic indexing method which uses serial clustering of words in text has been introduced. The value of such clustering is an indicator if the word is content bearing.
Term weighting
The term weighting for the vector space model has entirely been based on single term statistics. There are three main factors term weighting: collection frequency vector,term frequencyfactor and length normalization factor. These three factor are multiplied together to make the resulting term weight. [7, 9] Term frequency factor (tf) means how well a term describes its document. 1.3 Similarity Coefficients The similarity in vector space models is determined by using associative coefficients based on the inner product of the document vector and query vector, where word overlap indicates similarity. The inner product is usually normalized [5] . 
II. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
We need corpus to empirical analysis, query and indexing. In our research,we have prepared various Datasets. These datasets have taken from various website and electronic paper etc. These datasetsshow richness of Algorithm. These documents have evaluated many human beings and given score and take average of them. We will compute similarity score from different types of articles for example same news from different newspapers, or similarity scores from some similar documents like sport, science, health, political science etc. Those similarity scores are compared with human similarity scores and calculate the difference. Some of the comparisons are as follows:
2.1Analysis of Dataset 1
When we have collected articles from websites and e-paper which are completely different from each other and calculate similarity scores with respect to bbc.txt then the result we get is shown in table 1.0. As we compared all articles with bbc.txt file so the same file is completely similar to itself so the score is 100% others. The result shows how much similarity between other files and bbc.txt file: 
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Analysis of Dataset2
If we take some interrelated articles and compute similarity scores with respect to 18.txt is stored in table2. All files are compared with 18.txt so score of 18.txt is 100% and others are different. All files are related to same topic so similarity scores are high. In this dataset, we have found result similar to human beings. So, we can say that Vector Space model works close to human score in some cases. 
Analysis of Dataset3
If we compute similarity scores for dataset3 science related documents with respect to 22.txt. 
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
On the basis of computation, we calculate that some interrelated documents similarity score of human and machine is not much different as in not related documents, for 
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
As we know that retrieving information from internet or from any large unstructured database is quite difficult and very time consuming. A lot of algorithms and techniques are developed in this field yet retrieving' information is problematic. In this research work we used vector space model for retrieving information and compare them with the human similarity scores. It gives partial matching of document. This method has many application like essay checking, theoreticalevaluation of answer sheet.Finally,we conclude that it is easier to retrieve data or information based on their similarity measures but for documents which are completely different it is slightly complicated. Table 1 result not close to human being.To overcome this problem, we will use NLP technique and probabilistic model. Using NLP and latency semantic analysis we can get better result for the same.
